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Photo of landscape outside
Anchorage, Alaska, during a recent
agriculture and drought workshop.
(Photo by Caily Schwartz, NDMC)

2022was a busy
year for us
in the

drought monitoring and
planning space. Drought
continued to grip much of the
country even as temperatures
dropped after a record-setting
summer and early fall. In
November, in fact, we set a
record for the extent of the
contiguous U.S. that was
abnormally dry or in drought –
over 85%! But several
atmospheric river events over

the past month or so finally brought some much-needed drought
relief, especially to the parched West. California, for example,
was cleared of extreme drought conditions for the first time since
April 2020 (suffering from devastating floods in the process,
unfortunately). You can read all about these wild last few months
and the year as a whole in our fourth quarter and annual
summaries of drought conditions and impacts.

Throughout it all, the NDMC has been working hard with our
partners to create useful and usable information to help people
better understand and respond to drought in their community.

In the summer and fall, we continued to promote our
Condition Monitoring Observer Reports (CMOR) system to
residents facing intense drought in Missouri. Missouri officials
have made the crowdsourced observations a key part of their
strategy for monitoring changing conditions and drought impacts
with impressive results (p. 21). In November, meanwhile, NDMC
scientists published new research to show how drought exposure
helps drive drought planning (p. 23). That same month, staff went
up to Alaska for a workshop on the unique drought challenges
facing agricultural producers in the far north (yes, drought does
indeed affect all climate regimes!). A new interactive decision-
making game developed by NDMC graduate students using real
climate data from Alaska was a particular hit (p. 17).

Our efforts extend beyond the U.S., though. Recently, we had
our 10-year “anniversary” of working with the World Bank to
help countries increase their resilience to drought. As part of that
partnership, we’ve been working to develop a composite drought
indicator that can serve as a standardized tool for drought
monitoring and early warning across southern Africa (p. 19).
Speaking of international partners, we also just formalized our
relationship with the United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification with a new agreement that will improve drought
risk management tools for communities around the world (p. 15).

We’re excited to keep the momentum going into the new year
in continued pursuit of excellence in monitoring and planning to
help those struggling with drought and its impacts!❍

Mark Svoboda
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FOURTH QUARTER 2022 CLIMATE SUMMARY
The fourth quarter sees some improvement in the
West, with mixed conditions elsewhere
Curtis Riganti
Climatologist

Drought classifications are based
on the U.S. Drought Monitor.
Details on the extent and severity
of drought are online:
droughtmonitor.unl.edu.

The outlook integrates existing
conditions with forecasts from
the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s
Climate Prediction Center: www.
cpc.ncep.noaa.gov.

National Summary

During the last quarter of
2022, both widespread
degradations and

improvements to drought
conditions occurred across much
of the U.S. At the end of
September, significant areas of
short- and long-term drought
were present across Arkansas,
western Missouri, southern
Kansas and Oklahoma, the same
areas affected by an intense flash
drought in July. But heavy rains
the following months allowed for
large improvements along the
Arkansas/Oklahoma border and
in western Missouri. Ongoing
drought in the Northeast also
steadily improved in the last
months of the year, especially
October. Four states in the
Northeast — New Jersey,
Connecticut, New Hampshire and
Massachusetts — were officially
declared free of drought by the
final Drought Monitor of the year.
Drought worsened, but then
improved, by the end of the
quarter in parts of the northern
Great Plains and Minnesota.

Meanwhile, very dry weather
led to drought development and
expansion in Indiana, Ohio and
Lower Michigan. Moderate and
severe drought also developed in
the Florida Panhandle and

Over the course of the fourth quarter, Sept. 27-Dec. 27, U.S. Drought Monitor
conditions generally improved in the West and Northeast and deteriorated
in the Midwest, while conditions were mixed in the Great Plains and
Northwest. (Map from the U.S. Drought Monitor, droughtmonitor.unl.edu)

At the end of the fourth quarter on Dec. 27, 41.5% of the U.S. and Puerto Rico
was in moderate drought or worse, a slight improvement from the end of the
third quarter. (Map from the U.S. Drought Monitor, droughtmonitor.unl.edu)

https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov
https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu
https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu


adjacent southern Georgia. The
central and southern Great Plains
saw a mix of improvement and
degradation. The West region
also experienced both
improvements and degradations,
though improvements were more
widespread. Much of New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah,
Oregon and California saw
conditions remain the same or
improve during the final quarter
of 2022. The snowpack for
several watersheds across
California and Nevada was at
200% of normal by Dec. 31 as a
series of large storms hit
California at the very end of the
year. Multiple category
improvements also occurred
across much of Hawaii, especially
on the windward side of the Big
Island, on Molokai and on the
leeward side of Kauai.

Overall, 2022 was the 18th
warmest, and 27th driest, year on
record.

National Drought Stats
National coverage of each

drought/dryness category
decreased slightly over the fourth
quarter from Sept. 27 to Dec. 27.
The extent of drought and
abnormal dryness across the U.S.
and Puerto Rico dropped from
63.1 to 62.0%. Moderate or worse
drought coverage decreased from
42.7 to 41.5%. Severe or worse
drought coverage dipped from
25.4 to 23.6%. Extreme or worse
drought coverage declined from
10.5 to 9.0%. Finally, exceptional
drought coverage dropped from
2.1 to 2.0%. The extent of drought
peaked for both the quarter and
the year on Oct. 25, covering
52.7% of the U.S. and Puerto Rico.
The population experiencing at
least moderate drought also hit a
high for the year during the
fourth quarter at 146 million
people on Oct. 25. Over the
course of the quarter, though, the
population affected dropped
from roughly 120 million to 104
million people.

National Precipitation
During October, below-normal

precipitation fell on the central
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Temperature anomalies compared to normal values for the fourth quarter show
cold temperatures in the North, warm temperatures in New England andmixed
conditions elsewhere. (Map from the High Plains Regional Climate Center)

The 3-month Standardized Precipitation Index for October through
December 2022 shows deviations from normal precipitation for the same
period in previous years, highlighting dry conditions in the Midwest and
central Great Plains. (Map from the High Plains Regional Climate Center)



and northern Great Plains; the
Upper Midwest; parts of Indiana,
Ohio and Kentucky; and western
New York. Other dry pockets
occurred in southern Louisiana,
parts of the Southeast and
throughout the West. In contrast,
near- or above-normal
precipitation was typical in
Alaska, with above-normal
precipitation in southeast Alaska.
Above-normal precipitation also
fell in the leeward areas of the Big
Island, on the windward side of
Maui and on Molokai, whereas the
windward side of the Big Island
experienced mostly drier weather.
Above-normal rain fell across
most of Puerto Rico.

During November,
precipitation was below normal
from southeast Lower Michigan
through the lower Ohio River
Valley. Precipitation was also
below normal in central Nebraska,
northwest Kansas and northeast
Colorado. Precipitation anomalies,
meanwhile, were a mixed bag in
Alaska that month, but, generally,
below-normal precipitation was
more common in far southeast
Alaska, while wetter-than-normal
conditions were more common
along the North Slope. Drier-than-
normal weather was common on
Kauai and Oahu during November,
while conditions onMaui and the
Big Island were more mixed.
November rainfall was mostly
above normal in Puerto Rico.

In December, wetter-than-
normal weather was prevalent in
central and northern California
and Nevada, northern Colorado
and the northern Great Plains and
Minnesota. Drier-than-normal
weather occurred along the
Florida-Georgia state line, in Ohio
andWest Virginia, in parts of
south-central Texas and in the
Texas and Oklahoma panhandles,
as well as in south-central Colorado
and adjacent parts of northeast
NewMexico. Alaska had amix of
above- and below-normal
precipitation in December; parts of
east-central and northern Alaska
hadmore precipitation than
normal, while southeast Alaska
was drier than normal. December
featuredmostly above-normal
precipitation in Hawaii as a Kona
low affected the islands. Parts of

Oahuwere a bit drier than normal,
but the leeward sides of Maui and
the Big Island had a wet month. In
Puerto Rico, weather was drier
than normal inmost locations,
especially in the southwest part of
the island.

For the whole fourth quarter
period (October through
December), the driest areas
compared to normal were in the
Midwest and the stretch from
eastern Nebraska southwest into
Kansas and southeast Colorado.
Indiana had its fourth driest
October-December period on
record. Parts of central and
northeast Montana, northwest
Colorado and a few other scattered
pockets in theWest, in contrast,
experienced above-normal
precipitation this quarter. October-
December precipitation in Alaska
was primarily above normal,
especially in northern Alaska, with
a few drier areas in south-central
Alaska and isolated other spots.
Southeast portions of Oahuwere
much drier than normal this
quarter while the windward side
of Maui and the leeward side of the
Big Island had above-normal
rainfall. Other than a few spots,

most locations in Puerto Rico saw
near- or above-normal rainfall
fromOctober through December.

National Temperature
The last quarter of 2022 began

with warm October temperatures
across northern New England, the
Northwest, the northern Great
Plains andmost of California.
Cooler-than-normal temperatures,
though, occurred in the Southeast
andMid-Atlantic regions, and in
parts of southern NewMexico and
Arizona, as well as southwest
Texas. October temperatures in
Alaska were mostly above normal,
especially in southeast Alaska,
where temperatures from 3 to 5
degrees above normal were
common. October temperatures in
both Hawaii and Puerto Rico were
mostly within a couple degrees of
normal.

In November, things flipped,
and colder-than-normal
temperatures covered most of the
western U.S., especially in
Montana, Idaho and surrounding
states, while warmer-than-normal
weather covered the East Coast.
Puerto Rico’s November

DROUGHTSCAPE4Winter | 2023

The three-month drought outlook anticipates widespread improvements
in conditions across the West and Midwest, but also large areas of
drought persistence and development in the Great Plains. (Map from
NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center)
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temperatures were mostly within
a degree or two of normal. In
Hawaii, temperatures on the Big
Island were mostly a degree or
two below normal, while
temperatures a degree or two
above normal were typical on
Oahu. In Alaska, November was a
bit more extreme. Near-normal
temperatures occurred in the
south-central part of the state,
while temperatures varied from 2
to 4 degrees below normal in the
southeast to 6 to 10 degrees above
normal along the North Slope.

The November trend
continued into December.
Warmer-than-normal
temperatures were found in
northern New England and parts
of the south-central U.S.
Meanwhile, the central and
northern Great Plains and
Northwest saw colder-than-
normal temperatures, especially
during an outbreak of arctic air
associated with a storm system
that crossed the country before
Christmas and brought
dangerously low temperatures to
some communities. Temperatures
stayed warmer than normal in the
North Slope of Alaska, while south-
central and southeast Alaska had
below-normal temperatures.
Temperatures varied in Hawaii
during December, but readings of
a degree or two above normal for
the month were common.
Temperatures around a degree
below normal were typical,
meanwhile, in northwest Puerto
Rico in December.

Average temperature
anomalies for October through
December leaned 6 to 8 degrees
below normal in the northern
Great Plains andMontana.
Meanwhile, in New England,
fourth quarter temperatures were
2 to 6 degrees warmer than
normal. Maine experienced its
warmest October-December
period on record, while the other
five states in New England had
fourth quarters in their top-10
warmest. In Alaska, temperatures
ranged frommostly a couple
degrees below normal in the
south-central/southeast part of the
state to 6 to 10 degrees warmer
than normal along the North
Slope. Average temperatures in

Hawaii learned warmer but were
mostly within a degree of normal.
Temperatures in Puerto Rico were
also mostly within 1.5 degrees of
normal for the quarter.

National Outlook
From January through March,

the National Weather Service
Climate Prediction Center is
forecasting drought improvement
(or localized removal) on the
periphery of ongoing drought
areas across much of the West,
especially to the west of the
Continental Divide. Improvement
or removal of drought is also
forecast in eastern Montana,
northern South Dakota and North
Dakota. Further east, drought
improvement or removal is also
expected in the Ohio and
Mississippi River valleys, as well
as in the Florida Panhandle and
along the South/North Carolina
border. Drought improvement or
removal is also forecast in
Hawaii.

Meanwhile, drought
development is forecast along the
Rio Grande River, from south-
central Colorado into southern
New Mexico, southwest Texas
and the lower Texas Gulf Coast.
While much of California is likely
to experience drought
improvement, drought
persistence is forecast in the far
southern part of the state, along
the Arizona border. Please note
that since this forecast was made
on Dec. 31, some of these changes
will likely already have occurred
by the time this summary is
published. This is evident in
California, where several
atmospheric river events have
occurred in the last few weeks to
kick off the new year, delivering
much-needed rain and snow, but
also significant floods.❍

The departure from normal precipitation map from October through
December 2022 shows areas of well-above-normal precipitation across
large swaths of the West, as well as areas of low precipitation in the Great
Plains, southern Nevada and the Midwest. (Map from the High Plains
Regional Climate Center)

2022 ANNUAL CLIMATE & DROUGHT SUMMARY
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2022 ANNUAL CLIMATE & DROUGHT SUMMARY

Denise Gutzmer
Drought Impacts Specialist

Drought classifications are based
on the U.S. Drought Monitor.
Details on the extent and severity
of drought are online:
droughtmonitor.unl.edu.

The outlook integrates existing
conditions with forecasts from
the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s
Climate Prediction Center: www.
cpc.ncep.noaa.gov.

Drought Overview

The past year was a record-
breaking one in terms of
drought. The year began

with drought (D1-D4) covering
45.8% of the U.S. and Puerto Rico
on Jan. 4. Twelve months later, on
Jan. 3, 2023, drought affected
38.7% of the area. In between,
drought peaked three times: the
week of March 8 at 51.2%, the
week of July 12 at 45.0% and the
week of Oct. 25 at 52.7%, which
was the greatest percentage of
the U.S. and Puerto Rico in
drought since 2012. There were
also two distinct valleys in the
extent of drought this past year,
during the week of June 14 with
39.2% of the U.S. in drought and
the week of Sept. 6 with 37.0%.

Temperature
The average annual

temperature across the contiguous
U.S. was 53.4 degrees Fahrenheit,
1.4 degrees above the 20th-century
average, putting this year in the
warmest third on record,
according to NOAA. California,
Texas, Florida and the Northeast
were one to two or more degrees
above normal, while areas of the
northern U.S., fromWisconsin
westward, were as much as two
degrees below normal with some
even colder pockets.

Florida and Rhode Island had
their fifth warmest year on

record, while Massachusetts had
its sixth, followed by California
and Maine with their eighth
warmest and New Hampshire
with its ninth. All the Lower 48
states had temperatures that
were above average or much
above average, except for North
Dakota and the states along the
Upper Mississippi River.

Precipitation
Total precipitation for the

year across the contiguous U.S.

amounted to 28.35 inches, or 1.59
inches below average, putting
2022 in the driest third of years in
the climate record, according to
NOAA. Precipitation was lowest
in the Central and Southern
Plains and parts of the West,
notably in California despite the
wet end to the year. Precipitation
departures in those areas were at
least 12 inches below normal. In
contrast, an active monsoon
season brought above-normal
precipitation to Arizona, New
Mexico and West Texas.

Drought dominated much of the U.S. in 2022

By the start of the new year, 2023, 38.7% of the U.S. and Puerto Rico was in
moderate drought or worse, compared to 45.8% at the beginning of 2022.
(Map from the U.S. Drought Monitor, droughtmonitor.unl.edu)

The extent of drought across the U.S. and Puerto Rico remained high for most
of 2022, peaking for the year at 52.7% in October. (Time series from the U.S.
Drought Monitor, droughtmonitor.unl.edu)

https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov
https://www.noaa.gov/news/record-drought-gripped-much-of-us-in-2022
https://www.noaa.gov/news/record-drought-gripped-much-of-us-in-2022
https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu
https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu
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Nebraska had its fourth driest
year on record, California its
ninth driest and Texas its
thirteenth. Most states from the
Great Plains westward had
below-average precipitation,
except Arizona, New Mexico,
Washington and Montana. From
Virginia into the Northeast, most
states received above-average
precipitation, except for
Connecticut, which received less
than normal.

First Quarter
(January – March)

The first quarter of 2022 was
remarkably dry for the West,
Great Plains and Hawaii. Storms
brought abundant precipitation
to California and parts of the
West in the final months of 2021,
raising hopes that beneficial
precipitation would continue to
lift the region out of drought in
2022. Instead, the precipitation
ended, allowing dry conditions to
intensify as winter neared an
end.

Second Quarter
(April – June)

The second quarter of 2022
brought continued drought
deterioration in the Southwest, as
well as burgeoning dry conditions
in the Northeast and Alaska, two
parts of the U.S. that do not
typically experience dry
conditions to the extent that other
parts of the country do. Areas of
the Midwest, South, Southeast and
Puerto Rico also trended drier,
while Hawaii and the Northwest
received enough moisture to ease
drought conditions. Meanwhile,
the monsoon began to ramp up
earlier in June than usual in the
Southwest.

Third Quarter
(July – September)

Drought continued to worsen
in the Northwest and in most of
the Great Plains to the Mississippi
River over the course of the late
summer. Flash drought

developed in the Southern Plains
and Ozarks during July, creating
one of the most intense episodes
of flash drought development
ever captured on the U.S. Drought
Monitor. After a wet spring, and
rainy May in particular, June
turned dry for southern Missouri
and northern Arkansas. Early
June had brought ample rain to
eastern Oklahoma and southern

Arkansas, making the sudden
dryness and descent into flash
drought the next month even
more striking. September,
meanwhile, was an
excruciatingly dry month for the
much of the Great Plains, parts of
the Midwest, South and
Northwest. Washington, for
example, had it second-driest
July-September period on record.

Average annual temperature ranks for each state, showing six states with
years that ranked among their top-10 warmest on record since 1895. (Map
from the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information)

Annual precipitation ranks for each state, showing two states with years that
ranked among their top-10 driest on record since 1895. (Map from the NOAA
National Centers for Environmental Information)
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In contrast, an intense
monsoon season brought ample
rain over the summer to the
Southwest, dropping 150% to
200% of normal precipitation or
more, causing flooding in parts of
the Southwest. Nevada, for
example, had its third wettest
August on record, and Aug. 5 was
the single wettest day ever in
Death Valley.

Fourth Quarter
(October – December)

After such an arid September,
drought intensified, peaking for
the year the week of Oct. 25. But
improved precipitation through
the end of the year allowed
drought’s footprint to shrink,
notably in the Lower Mississippi

Basin and California. Parts of the
West received a massive influx of
storms bringing desperately
needed, but overwhelming,
amounts of rain and snow.
Drought also eased in other parts
of the U.S., including Hawaii, but
it worsened in the High Plains,
and parts of the Southeast and
Midwest.❍

Changes in drought conditions for the U.S. and Puerto Rico over the four quarters of 2022. (Map from the U.S.
Drought Monitor, droughtmonitor.unl.edu)

MONTHLY DROUGHT AND IMPACT SUMMARIES
For a more detailed review of conditions, please visit:
drought.unl.edu/Publications/MonthlySummary.aspx

https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu
https://drought.unl.edu/Publications/MonthlySummary.aspx
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Deborah Wood
Publications Specialist

Although some parts of the
U.S., such as California and
the Northeast, saw

substantial improvements to
drought conditions during the
last quarter of 2022, the effects of
prolonged drought continued to
take their toll on water supplies
and agriculture, among other
sectors. The Drought Impact
Reporter recorded 354 impacts
for the quarter, detailing
shortages of forage and hay, crop
losses, low river levels and
municipal water shortages.
California recorded the highest
number of impacts (99), mostly
related to water supply issues
and restrictions.

Growing season ends but
drought impacts linger

After a summer of drought
and high temperatures damaged
and destroyed pasture and forage
crops, livestock producers
struggled to prepare for the
upcoming winter months. In
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas,
hay production was cut in half this
year (KTBS, Shreveport, La.).
Thefts occurred in southeast
Missouri in response to high
prices and hay shortages. Some
farmers set up trail cameras to
monitor their supplies (KAIT-TV
ABC 8, Jonesboro, Ark.).
Meanwhile, livestock sales were
brisk in Goshen County,Wyoming,
and ranchers deep culled their
herds and weaned calves early
(Kiowa County Press, Eads, Colo.).
Many Kansas ranchers also sold
more cattle than usual to avoid
having to feed them through the
winter (KWCH 12, Wichita, Kan.).
InNebraska, alfalfa production
was estimated to be 22% lower
than in 2021; other hay production
was estimated to be 18% lower

than last year (Nebraska Farm
Bureau, Lincoln, Neb.). To help
farmers and ranchers searching
for hay,Missouri andOklahoma
lifted some transportation weight
restrictions for hay shipments
(Transport Topics, Washington,
D.C.).

Farmers across the U.S. also
felt the impacts of the drought as
the year drew to a close. Much of
the 2022 winter wheat harvest in
the Plains andMidwest was down
14% from last year, and dry soils
affected the start of the 2022-23
crop. New seeding emergence
totals in the Southern Plains and
Midwest were about 10-20% below
average in mid-October (DTN –
Progressive Farmer, Burnsville,
Minn.). InNebraska, corn,
soybean and wheat losses were
expected to reach nearly $2 billion
this year, with additional losses
from other crops such as sorghum
and sugar beets yet to be estimated
(Nebraska Farm Bureau, Lincoln,
Neb.). In addition, more than 70%
of the cotton in the Texas
Panhandle and Southern Plains
failed in 2022, making it one of the
worst cotton production seasons
since the 1950s (The Texas

Tribune, Austin, Texas). The effect
of the lower cotton production was
expected to be felt throughout the
state’s economy.

For farmers whowere able
produce crops, the newswas a little
better, as national farm income is
expected to reach highs not seen
since 1973, according to estimates
from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (KCUR, Kansas City,
Mo.). Drought, bird flu and costly
fertilizer and fuel drove up grain
prices, and the USDA expects
national net farm income to
increase about 14% from last year.

Slow Mississippi River
traffic causes problems for
grain shipments

The Mississippi River was
closed Oct. 6 near Memphis,
Tennessee, and Stack Island,
Mississippi, due to low water,
leaving about 2,500 vessels and
barges waiting to pass, according
to the U.S. Coast Guard (Delta
Farm Press, Clarksdale, Miss.). By
mid-October, barges remained
stuck in ports along the length of
the river (Mississippi Public

Drought woes continue for producers, water suppliers
in autumn 2022

Low flows on the Nemaha River in Richardson County, Neb., Oct. 13, 2022.
(Photo submitted via CMOR)

4TH QUARTER 2022 DROUGHT IMPACT SUMMARY

https://www.ktbs.com/news/drought-conditions-impacting-arklatex-agriculture/article_7c112760-4ae8-11ed-8fa5-63d94c60cc91.html
https://www.kait8.com/2022/10/11/heartland-farmers-deal-with-impacts-drought/
https://www.kait8.com/2022/10/11/heartland-farmers-deal-with-impacts-drought/
https://kiowacountypress.net/content/ag-stats-wyoming-crop-progress-and-condition-report-%E2%80%93-week-ending-october-16-2022
https://www.kwch.com/2022/12/01/slimming-herd-kansas-ranchers-face-difficult-decisions-due-drought/
https://www.nefb.org/10/27/2022/crop-input-costs-drought-top-concerns-for-nebraska-farmers-ranchers/
https://www.nefb.org/10/27/2022/crop-input-costs-drought-top-concerns-for-nebraska-farmers-ranchers/
https://www.ttnews.com/articles/drought-prompts-exemptions-hay-shipments-oklahoma-missouri
https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/news/article/2022/10/21/la-nina-enhanced-drought-brings-slow
https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/news/article/2022/10/21/la-nina-enhanced-drought-brings-slow
https://www.nefb.org/10/27/2022/crop-input-costs-drought-top-concerns-for-nebraska-farmers-ranchers/
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/12/21/texas-drought-cotton-high-plains/
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/12/21/texas-drought-cotton-high-plains/
https://www.wsiu.org/2022-12-30/drought-inflation-wont-stop-farm-income-from-hitting-record-highs-usda-says
https://www.farmprogress.com/harvest/shallow-mississippi-river-halts-thousands-barges
https://www.farmprogress.com/harvest/shallow-mississippi-river-halts-thousands-barges
https://www.mpbonline.org/blogs/news/drought-on-the-mississippi-river-causing-shipping-woes-during-worst-possible-time/
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4TH QUARTER 2022 DROUGHT IMPACT SUMMARY
Broadcasting, Jackson, Miss.). As
the delays continued, farmers
were forced to find places to store
their crops. At Helena-West
Helena, Arkansas, soybeans piled
up at the terminal, leading to
concerns about lower prices for
farmers (Talk Business & Politics,
Lowell, Ark.). In western
Tennessee, many farmers had to
leave their crops in the fields
(Tennessee Lookout, Nashville,
Tenn.). By mid-November,
navigation difficulties extended
up to St. Louis as the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers began to
reduce flows on the river (DTN –
The Progressive Farmer,
Burnsville, Minn.). By the end of
the month, barge traffic began to
return to normal in response to
rising water levels in the Lower
Mississippi River and ongoing
dredging (Cedar Rapids Gazette,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa).

The shallow water levels did
have one positive impact: the
Mississippi River was so low in
October that people could walk to
Tower Rock near St. Louis,
Missouri, without getting their
shoes muddy. Tower Rock is a
large island in the middle of the
river that is normally only
accessible by boat (CNN).

Drought forces
migrating birds off usual
flight paths

Dried-up wetlands in the
California portion of the Pacific
Flyway, particularly in the far
north Klamath region, forced
millions of migrating ducks, geese,
eagles, herons and other traveling
birds far off their established flight
paths in search of water. At the
Sacramento River National
Wildlife Refuge near Chico, this
year’s October bird count was
600,000; in contrast, by the third
week in October last year, the
count was nearly 800,000
(CalMatters, Sacramento, Calif.).

In central Kansas, the
Cheyenne Bottoms wetland
normally provides a valuable
stop for migrating shore birds
and waterfowl to rest and refuel,
but the area was completely dry

in late 2022 (KWCH 12, Wichita,
Kan.). Quail and pheasants have
ventured into areas normally
inhabited by the migrating birds,
and parts of the wetlands are
now an active hunting ground
(KWCH 12, Wichita, Kan.).

No relief in autumn for
municipal water supplies

Federal water managers
warned California cities and
industrial users that additional
and more severe water
conservation actions would be
needed for the Central Valley
Project if drought conditions
extended into 2023 (Reuters, New

York, N.Y.). In mid-November,
California’s major reservoirs
remained well below historical
averages after years of drought,
with the two largest reservoirs,
Lake Oroville in Butte County and
Shasta Lake in Shasta County, at
only 29% and 31% of historical
averages, respectively (KTLA 5,
Los Angeles, Calif.), In mid-
December, officials with the
Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California declared a
regional drought emergency and
urged water agencies to
immediately curb use of all
imported water (Metropolitan
Water District of Southern
California, Los Angeles, Calif). By
the end of December, however,

As in the first half of the year, California and Texas accounted for the most
impacts added in the last three months, followed by Massachusetts and
Nebraska. (NDMC Graphic)

354 impacts were added to the Drought Impact Reporter in the fourth
quarter of 2022 describing various agricultural and water issues.
(NDMC Graphic)

https://www.mpbonline.org/blogs/news/drought-on-the-mississippi-river-causing-shipping-woes-during-worst-possible-time/
https://talkbusiness.net/2022/10/mississippi-rivers-low-levels-disrupting-barge-traffic-affecting-farmers-during-harvest/
https://tennesseelookout.com/2022/10/24/west-tennessee-farmers-struggle-to-get-crops-to-market-as-drought-drains-mississippi-river/
https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/news/article/2022/11/18/navigation-pinch-point-mississippi
https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/news/article/2022/11/18/navigation-pinch-point-mississippi
https://www.thegazette.com/environment-nature/mississippi-river-drought-a-stabilized-crisis/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/10/15/weather/mississippi-river-low-water-tower-rock-climate/index.html
https://calmatters.org/environment/2021/11/migratory-birds-california-drought/
https://www.kwch.com/2022/11/02/prolonged-drought-impacting-bird-migration-cheyenne-bottoms/
https://www.kwch.com/2022/11/17/drought-kansas-creating-unlikely-locations-hunt-pheasant-quail/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-warns-california-cities-prepare-fourth-year-drought-2022-11-28/
https://ktla.com/news/local-news/these-are-the-driest-reservoirs-in-california/?mc_cid=ba4597e500&mc_eid=09d267fb36
https://www.mwdh2o.com/press-releases/regional-drought-emergency-declared-for-all-of-southern-california
https://www.mwdh2o.com/press-releases/regional-drought-emergency-declared-for-all-of-southern-california
https://www.mwdh2o.com/press-releases/regional-drought-emergency-declared-for-all-of-southern-california
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conditions began to improve as a
series of atmospheric rivers
brought powerful, moisture-laden
storms to the state, deepening
snowpack and filling reservoirs.
The storms brought sufficient
rain and snow for temporary
flood operations to begin at
Folsom Dam, according to the
USBR.

In south-central Texas, the
Edwards Aquifer experienced a
significant decline in volume,
forcing 35% restrictions on
withdrawals. The aquifer
remained below the Stage 3
"critical management" level of
640 feet as of mid-November
(DTN – The Progressive Farmer,
Burnsville, Minn.). Precipitation
also failed to make a dent in
drought conditions in Waco,
where, despite 3.7 inches of rain
in mid-November, Lake Waco
remained 11 feet below normal
(Waco Tribune-Herald, Waco,
Texas).

InMassachusetts, municipal
water bans remained in place for
Peabody, Ipswich, Danvers,
Hamilton and Wenham through
November (Salem News, Danvers,
Mass.). Despite good rainfall in
September, Worcester’s reservoir
was significantly below average
for this time of year, and the city
remained in a Stage 1 drought
(MassLive, Springfield, Mass.).

Christmas tree losses
this year may mean
future shortages

Christmas tree growers from
Maine to California and Hawaii
struggled to keep their trees alive
this year, and dead or stunted
trees, closed tree lots and higher
prices were common. The
repercussions of years of drought
could lead to shortages and
misshapen trees in the future.
Drought in 2019 in Morgan
County, Alabama, killed more
than half of the trees on one
farm; this year, the surviving
trees had bare spots in the middle
because new branches were
unable to grow (WHNT 19 News,
Huntsville, Ala.). InMinnesota,
drought killed larger mature
trees, which can normally
withstand dry conditions (KSTP-
TV ABC 5, Minneapolis/St. Paul,
Minn.). Past years of drought in
northwest Iowa also caused
problems for newly planted trees
and will create a tree shortage in
the coming years (KTIV, Sioux
City, Iowa). One tree farm in
Marcus lost more than 200 trees
this summer, and other trees
were stunted (SiouxlandProud.
com, Sioux City, Iowa).

Treasure seekers find a
silver lining in low water
levels

Although low water levels in
Shasta Lake, Lake Powell and the
Mississippi River have created
problems for water management,
agricultural production and
transportation, they have also
revealed many historical
artifacts. At Shasta Lake in
northern California, dropping
water levels revealed the remains
of a World War II-era boat used
as a troop transport vessel in
Europe and the Pacific. One
observer thinks it may have been
used by the U.S. Forest Service to
clear debris from the lake in 1969
(SFGATE, San Francisco, Calif.).

In Utah and Arizona, Lake
Powell’s sinking water levels have
revealed burial sites, pottery and
a 900-year-old ancient structure
that was sacred to local
indigenous populations (Discover,
Waukesha, Wis.).

Along the Mississippi River, a
relic collector found Civil War-era
bullets and a Union cartridge box
plate under the Interstate 55
bridge in Memphis, Tennessee
(ABC News), and in downtown
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the low
waters revealed the remnants of
a shipwreck. The Brookhill,
believed to have been built in
Indiana in 1896, sank during a
storm on Sept. 29, 1915 (WBRZ,
Baton Rouge, La.).❍

DROUGHT IMPACT REPORTER
To view all impacts, please visit:

go.unl.edu/dirdash

https://www.usbr.gov/mp/drought/index.html
https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/blogs/ag-weather-forum/blog-post/2022/11/22/drought-forces-cuts-texas-aquifer
https://wacotrib.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/weekend-rains-provide-relief-but-no-cure-for-drought-stressed-lake-waco/article_a2e4c4ca-6f76-11ed-9ca9-eb2595d4bd40.html
https://www.salemnews.com/news/communities-look-ahead-as-drought-water-bans-linger/article_f761090c-5ed5-11ed-a7c4-1f86a7f2f57e.html
https://www.masslive.com/worcester/2022/11/worcester-drought-leaves-reservoir-levels-well-below-24-year-average.html
https://www.denver7.com/news/national/drought-conditions-could-impact-christmas-tree-supply-in-coming-years
http://www.calaverasenterprise.com/business/article_b0eafdf2-7591-11ed-9829-7fbb20d13445.html
https://www.kitv.com/news/business/helemano-farms-launches-more-than-4-000-christmas-trees-this-season/article_c9de41fc-688f-11ed-9650-5f68712cef2b.html
https://whnt.com/weather/valleywx-blog/one-local-tree-farm-prepares-for-the-holiday-season/
https://kstp.com/kstp-news/top-news/christmas-tree-farmers-struggle-with-drought/
https://kstp.com/kstp-news/top-news/christmas-tree-farmers-struggle-with-drought/
https://www.ktiv.com/2022/12/19/drought-conditions-siouxland-effect-local-christmas-tree-farm/
https://www.siouxlandproud.com/news/local-news/summer-drought-conditions-impact-fresh-christmas-trees/
https://www.siouxlandproud.com/news/local-news/summer-drought-conditions-impact-fresh-christmas-trees/
https://www.sfgate.com/california-parks/article/wwii-boat-found-lake-shasta-17504202.php
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/drought-at-lake-powell-reveals-preserved-world-that-was-once-lost
https://abcnews.go.com/US/civil-war-relics-found-memphis-bridge-mississippi-river/story?id=92065643
https://www.wbrz.com/news/drought-conditions-drop-mississippi-river-waters-exposing-19th-century-shipwreck/
https://go.unl.edu/dirdash
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2022 ANNUAL DROUGHT IMPACT SUMMARY
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Dry conditions in 2021
spilled over into 2022 and
continued for most of the

year in much of the western U.S.
and Great Plains. Poor snowpack
in parts of the West increased the
need for water conservation in
the spring and summer. To the
east, a very dry June led to flash
drought development in the
South and elsewhere. Water
supplies were also a major
concern in the Northeast as
rapidly developing drought
diminished reservoirs and rivers.
Livestock producers in the
Midwest and the Southern Plains
struggled to maintain their herds,
and cattle sales were brisk from
late summer through autumn.
Although some parts of the U.S.,
such as California and the
Northeast, saw substantial
improvements in conditions
during the last quarter of the
year, the effects of prolonged
drought continued to take their
toll on water supplies and
agriculture. For the year, the
Drought Impact Reporter logged
1,019 impacts, with more than a
third coming from just Texas
(192) and California (189). For
Texas, agricultural impacts were
the main issue, while California’s
impacts documented water
shortages and restrictions.

Texas herds reduced,
cotton crop fails

As the planting season geared
up, most of Texas was in serious
drought or at least fairly dry
(AgriLife Today, College Station,
Texas). Pastures and rangeland
desperately needed rain, and
stock ponds were low. Many
ranchers were providing
supplemental feed to their cattle,
and some ranchers in southwest

Texas were culling their herds as
early as the end of March. The
hot and dry conditions continued
into the summer, and by July,

Texas cattle sales were booming.
Cattle sales were at levels not
seen in a decade, topping 2.66
million head through August,

2022 marked by flash droughts and ongoing dryness
in the West

Over 1,000 impacts were added to the Drought Impact Reporter over the
course of 2022 describing various water quality and supply concerns and
water restrictions. (NDMC Graphic)

More than a third of the impacts added to the Drought Impact Reporter in
2022 came from Texas and California. (NDMC Graphic)

https://agrilifetoday.tamu.edu/2022/03/29/egg-prices-climbing-as-easter-approaches/
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almost half a million more cattle
than sold by the same time last
year (Texas Farm Bureau, Waco,
Texas).

The 2022 drought also
ravaged Texas’ cotton crop.
Cotton producers were expected
to lose about $2.1 billion in total
economic activity, and the
abandonment rate hit a record
68%. More than 70% of the cotton
in the Texas Panhandle and
southern Plains failed, making
2022 one of the worst cotton
production seasons since the
1950s (The Texas Tribune, Austin,
Texas).

California’s water
problems continue

After the driest January and
February on record, California’s
March 1 snow water content was
at just 64% of average for the date
(California Data Exchange Center,
Sacramento, Calif.). By the end of
March, the state’s major
reservoirs averaged 69% of
capacity while Shasta Lake was
only about half full. Sierra
Nevada snowpack was at just
38% of normal.

By April 1, the snow water
content of California’s snowpack
was 37% of average, the lowest
since 2015 (The Associated Press,
New York, N.Y.). The Metropolitan
Water District of Southern
California mandated water
conservation in parts of Los
Angeles, San Bernardino and
Ventura counties that get water
from the State Water Project and
requested that Southern
Californians curb their water use
by 35% (CNN, Los Angeles, Calif.).
California water officials warned
water rights holders to expect
curtailments in water diversions
from the Sacramento-San Joaquin
River Delta to increase
progressively through the spring
and summer and continue
through the early fall (AgAlert,
Sacramento, Calif.). By early July,
the State Water Resources Control
Board had curbed 9,842 water
rights, more than half of the
almost 16,700 rights, in the
Sacramento and San Joaquin

watersheds (Los Angeles Times,
Los Angeles, Calif.).

By mid-November,
California’s major reservoirs
remained well below historical
averages after years of drought
(KTLA 5, Los Angeles, Calif.).
Federal water managers warned
that additional, more severe
water conservation actions would
be needed for the Central Valley
Project if drought conditions
continued into 2023 (Reuters,
New York, N.Y.). In mid-
December, the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern
California declared a regional
drought emergency (Metropolitan
Water District of Southern
California, Los Angeles, Calif.). By
the end of December, however,
conditions began to improve as a
series of atmospheric rivers
brought heavy rain and snow—
and devastating flooding—to
many parts of the state.

Lakes Powell and Mead
remain low

In mid-March, Lake Powell
fell below 3,525 feet above sea
level—the critical threshold for
hydropower generation—and
was down to less than 25% of

capacity (Colorado Public Radio,
Centennial, Colo.). Snowmelt was
expected to bring the reservoir
level above the critical level, but
the Colorado River Basin
remained in drought at the start
of May. Lakes Mead and Powell
continued to drop, prompting the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation to
release 500,000 acre-feet of water
from the Flaming Gorge
Reservoir and keep another
480,000 acre-feet of water in Lake
Powell rather than releasing it
(Reuters, New York, N.Y.). These
measures were expected to raise
the water level by 16 feet, but by
mid-August, the lakes were still at
only a quarter of their capacity
and continuing to drop. On Dec.
2, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
began reducing water releases
from the Glen Canyon Dam to
keep more water in Lake Powell
until spring runoff begins (ABC4,
Salt Lake City, Utah).

Low Mississippi River
levels strand barges

Water levels on the
Mississippi River below St. Louis
were low from weeks of drought
just as crop harvests were
beginning, causing problems for

Degraded crops in Griggs County, N.D., Sept. 12, 2022. (Photo submitted via
CMOR)

https://texasfarmbureau.org/drought-forces-record-number-of-cattle-sold-in-texas/
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/12/21/texas-drought-cotton-high-plains/
https://cdec.water.ca.gov/snowapp/sweq.action
https://apnews.com/article/environment-california-droughts-water-use-f42611bda2b9c86c39ada8990d98d72d
https://www.cnn.com/2022/05/04/us/california-drought-water-restrictions-climate/index.html
https://www.agalert.com/california-ag-news/archives/may-18-2022/farmers-across-state-face-new-water-cuts/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-07/california-deepens-water-cuts-amid-drought-hitting-farms
https://ktla.com/news/local-news/these-are-the-driest-reservoirs-in-california/?mc_cid=ba4597e500&mc_eid=09d267fb36
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-warns-california-cities-prepare-fourth-year-drought-2022-11-28/
https://www.mwdh2o.com/press-releases/regional-drought-emergency-declared-for-all-of-southern-california
https://www.mwdh2o.com/press-releases/regional-drought-emergency-declared-for-all-of-southern-california
https://www.mwdh2o.com/press-releases/regional-drought-emergency-declared-for-all-of-southern-california
https://www.cpr.org/2022/03/16/lake-powell-water-levels-drop-drought/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-takes-unprecedented-steps-replenish-colorado-rivers-lake-powell-2022-05-03/
https://www.abc4.com/news/local-news/bureau-of-reclamation-to-hold-back-water-in-lake-powell/?mc_cid=e634b727a1&mc_eid=09d267fb36
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grain shipping (The Associated
Press, New York, N.Y.). Through
September, about 2,000 grain
barges unloaded in New Orleans,
39% fewer than the five-year
average.

Flash droughts
widespread in 2022

Flash droughts developed in
several areas of the country this
past summer, from the Midwest
and the southern Plains to the
Northeast (CNN, Atlanta, Ga.).

Livestock producers faced an
uncertain winter after flash
droughts damaged and destroyed
pastures and forage crops. In
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas,
hay production was cut in half
this year (KTBS, Shreveport, La.).
Pastures in southwestMissouri
were dead and brittle (KY3,
Springfield, Mo.), and hay thefts
occurred in southeast Missouri
(KAIT-TV ABC 8, Jonesboro, Ark.).
In northeast Oklahoma, extreme
drought devastated crops and
pastures and dried up ponds (FOX
23 News, Tulsa, Okla.).

In the Northeast, flash
drought during the summer
spelled trouble for water
supplies. Voluntary and

mandatory conservation
measures were enacted during
July in New Jersey, Connecticut,
New Hampshire and Rhode
Island, and the New York State
Department of Environmental
Conservation issued a drought
watch for 21 counties. By July 1,
roughly half ofMassachusetts’

local water districts had begun
enacting restrictions (WCVB-TV
ABC 5, Boston, Mass.). By the end
of August, 186 restrictions were
in place across the state,
according to the Department of
Environmental Protection (NBC10
Boston, Needham, Mass.). Despite
some beneficial rainfall, a
number of those restrictions
remained in place in early
November (Salem News, Danvers,
Mass.).❍

Low river levels in Bernalillo County, N.M., July 25, 2022. (Photo submitted via
CMOR)

Water shortages in Berkshire County, Mass., Aug., 14, 2022. (Photo
submitted via CMOR)

https://apnews.com/article/business-droughts-new-orleans-weather-st-louis-d3c2e2b94623fdcbc91f1625ce90ddf8
https://apnews.com/article/business-droughts-new-orleans-weather-st-louis-d3c2e2b94623fdcbc91f1625ce90ddf8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/28/us/flash-drought-plains-northeast/index.html
https://www.ktbs.com/news/drought-conditions-impacting-arklatex-agriculture/article_7c112760-4ae8-11ed-8fa5-63d94c60cc91.html
https://www.ky3.com/2022/06/20/missouri-farmers-desperate-rain-future-crops-hangs-balance/
https://www.kait8.com/2022/10/11/heartland-farmers-deal-with-impacts-drought/
https://www.fox23.com/news/extreme-drought-conditions-northeastern-oklahoma-hurting-ranchers-farmers/V5H2QNTSCZGDJNPVJAKG44SCAY/
https://www.fox23.com/news/extreme-drought-conditions-northeastern-oklahoma-hurting-ranchers-farmers/V5H2QNTSCZGDJNPVJAKG44SCAY/
https:/www.northjersey.com/story/news/environment/2022/07/26/nj-residents-businesses-conserve-water-reservoir-levels-fall/65383203007/__;!!PvXuogZ4sRB2p-tU!DVhtqaFR11sw4TQEeBc2kC4yOePeUiGUjB_A9R4C4iPoS5bv3NjeNCmZ_FetSkoyBtGTHZ-zwo6VxPu_MyH6t97jyA$
https://www.fox61.com/article/money/consumer/water-company-connecticut-conservation-customers-drought/520-0eec564a-813f-46e4-9afb-819405eeedb7
https:/www.wmur.com/article/water-restrictions-moderate-drought-new-hampshire/40618301__;!!PvXuogZ4sRB2p-tU!GYvtC00E6854W_b-ltgfrfHaSFZBS7FOHAigWre_jFIHrFmJkh1HfpLjeOvQF9Kcs4RHOY8YYhnBcc_E6osjEwP2tQ$
https:/www.wpri.com/news/local-news/west-bay/warwick-issues-water-restrictions-as-ri-enters-moderate-drought/__;!!PvXuogZ4sRB2p-tU!GYvtC00E6854W_b-ltgfrfHaSFZBS7FOHAigWre_jFIHrFmJkh1HfpLjeOvQF9Kcs4RHOY8YYhnBcc_E6ouzLDsqbQ$
https:/www.wpri.com/news/local-news/west-bay/warwick-issues-water-restrictions-as-ri-enters-moderate-drought/__;!!PvXuogZ4sRB2p-tU!GYvtC00E6854W_b-ltgfrfHaSFZBS7FOHAigWre_jFIHrFmJkh1HfpLjeOvQF9Kcs4RHOY8YYhnBcc_E6ouzLDsqbQ$
https:/www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-hochul-directs-department-environmental-conservation-issue-drought-watch-21-new-york__;!!PvXuogZ4sRB2p-tU!DVhtqaFR11sw4TQEeBc2kC4yOePeUiGUjB_A9R4C4iPoS5bv3NjeNCmZ_FetSkoyBtGTHZ-zwo6VxPu_MyEgRFnrGw$
https:/www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-hochul-directs-department-environmental-conservation-issue-drought-watch-21-new-york__;!!PvXuogZ4sRB2p-tU!DVhtqaFR11sw4TQEeBc2kC4yOePeUiGUjB_A9R4C4iPoS5bv3NjeNCmZ_FetSkoyBtGTHZ-zwo6VxPu_MyEgRFnrGw$
https://www.wcvb.com/article/norwood-massachusetts-river-levels-show-scope-of-drought/40486684
https://www.wcvb.com/article/norwood-massachusetts-river-levels-show-scope-of-drought/40486684
https://www.nbcboston.com/news/local/charles-rivers-streams-mass-drought/2816022/
https://www.nbcboston.com/news/local/charles-rivers-streams-mass-drought/2816022/
https://www.salemnews.com/news/communities-look-ahead-as-drought-water-bans-linger/article_f761090c-5ed5-11ed-a7c4-1f86a7f2f57e.html
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NDMC and UNCCD
Communications

Drought is one of nature's
costliest disasters—across
the globe, more frequent

and prolonged droughts are up
nearly by a third since 2000. No
country or region is immune to
their impacts, which cost the
global economy billions of dollars
each year and range from the loss
of life, livelihoods and
biodiversity to water and food
insecurity, disruption in the
energy, transportation and
tourism sectors, as well as forced
migration, displacement and
conflicts over scarce resources.

As drought resilience and
preparedness are taking center
stage in the global efforts to
bolster economies and
communities against natural
disasters, a new collaboration
launched between the United
Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification and the National
Drought Mitigation Center at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln is
particularly timely.

According to the cooperation
agreement signed by the UNCCD
Executive Secretary Ibrahim
Thiaw, the Vice Chancellor of the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Michael Boehm and NDMC
Director and Associate Professor
Mark Svoboda, the NDMC will be
tasked with recommending
approaches to integrated drought
risk management focused on
drought-smart land-based
solutions.

The Drought Center will also
serve as a think tank on emerging
drought policy issues, convening
independent scientific debate on
drought resilience and providing
methodological guidance on
knowledge management related
to the Sustainable Development
Goal targets of building disaster
resilience, mitigating water

scarcity and achieving land
degradation neutrality.

The UNCCD Executive
Secretary Ibrahim Thiaw
welcomed the new agreement by
saying that it “will help to foster
better collaboration between
UNCCD, and local and national
institutions, and to develop and
share best practices on drought
resilience and adaptation.

Through this partnership, we will
increase access to information
and knowledge and will be able
to provide technical guidance and
support to countries and
communities to build their
capacity to manage drought risk
and vulnerability.”

“This is the next step in
formalizing the collaboration on
drought risk management

NDMC joins forces with UN Convention to Combat
Desertification to advance global drought resilience
agenda

On Jan. 26, 2023, Mark Svoboda, director of the NDMC, joined Mike Boehm, vice
chancellor of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources at UNL, and
Ibrahim Thiaw, executive secretary of the UNCCD, for a virtual signing
ceremony to formalize this important partnership.

“This is the next step in formalizing the
collaboration on drought risk management
between the UNCCD and the NDMC.”
- Mark Svoboda, director of the NDMC
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between the UNCCD and the
NDMC," said Mark Svoboda,
Director of the National Drought
Mitigation Center. “We look
forward to this next stage,
building on the NDMC’s long
track record with international
drought planning.”

The official signing on Jan. 26,
2023 builds on the successful
cooperation between NDMC and
UNCCD over the past decade. The
Drought Center, whose mission is
to reduce the effects of drought
on people, the environment and
the economy by researching the
science of drought monitoring
and the practice of drought
planning, is an active participant
in several drought-related
initiatives spearheaded by the
Convention, including the
Intergovernmental Working
Group on Drought, the UNCCD
Science-Policy Interface and the
UNCCD-led Drought Toolbox.
These platforms are focused on
supporting decision-makers and
practitioners in adopting a timely,
proactive and coordinated
approach to drought risk
management.

“For more than 25 years, the
National Drought Mitigation
Center at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln has provided
invaluable guidance to
communities and other entities
across the United States and

around the world seeking to
understand drought, plan for
drought events and ultimately
reduce the negative effects of
such events,” said Mike Boehm,
NU Vice President and Harlan
Vice Chancellor for the Institute
of Agriculture and Natural
Resources at UNL. “It is an honor
to work with the United Nations
Convention to Combat
Desertification to offer these
essential tools more broadly to
combat drought and improve
lives worldwide.”

The future collaboration
between UNCCD and NDMC is
envisioned as a working
partnership that will utilize the
latest science to help reduce the
high human, social and economic
costs of drought and water
scarcity. The partnership will
focus on recommending methods
for integrated drought risk

management that prioritize a
strategic shift from emergency
response to building long-term
resilience through early warning,
vulnerability assessment and risk
mitigation.

Catalyzing political will and
accelerating action to enable such
a shift is the ambition of the
International Drought Resilience
Alliance launched last November
at the UN Climate Summit, which
brings together 30 countries and
over 20 entities.

At the forefront of these
efforts is the drought-smart
sustainable land management:
adapted to the national and
regional contexts, it has the
potential to buffer ecosystems
and communities against drought
so that periods of water scarcity
do not escalate to humanitarian
or ecological disasters.❍

Twitter & Mastodon
@DroughtCenter

Facebook
@DroughtCenter

YouTube
@DroughtCenter

Your Inbox
go.unl.edu/ndmcupdates

Instagram
@thedroughtcenter

Follow NDMC on the Web!

“Through this partnership, we will increase access
to information and knowledge and will be able
to provide technical guidance and support to
countries and communities to build their
capacity to manage drought risk and
vulnerability.”
- Ibrahim Thiaw, executive secretary of UNCCD

https://twitter.com/DroughtCenter
https://twitter.com/DroughtCenter
https://mastodon.world/@droughtcenter
https://www.facebook.com/NationalDroughtMitigationCenter/
https://www.facebook.com/DroughtCenter/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQLanjBBaD1thvUaj6Tzb5A
https://www.youtube.com/@DroughtCenter
https://mailchi.mp/5c4fbc77308b/ndmc-dryhorizons
https://go.unl.edu/ndmcupdates
https://instagram.com/thedroughtcenter
https://instagram.com/thedroughtcenter/
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When outsiders think of
Alaska, they probably
imagine snow,

mountains and cold weather. But
the 49th state not only has a
thriving agricultural industry but
is also prone to drought, heat and
fierce wildfires. It’s not unheard
of for portions of the state to be in
severe or extreme drought
according to the U.S. Drought
Monitor, and in August 2013, over
27% of the state was designated
as in drought. Though that may
not sound like much, 27% of
Alaska is equivalent to over
180,000 square miles— more area
than the entire state of California.

“We’re seeing changes
happening exponentially faster
than the Lower 48 is seeing it.
Things are drying out. Water is
coming at weird times,” said Jodie
Anderson, director of the
Matanuska Experiment Farm and
Extension Center. Despite these
challenges, though, she says there
is insufficient information out
there relevant to Alaska
agricultural producers on how to
deal with drought and changing
conditions.

To help fill that gap,
researchers from the National
Drought Mitigation Center co-
hosted two workshops in Alaska in
November to facilitate peer-to-
peer learning on drought
monitoring and planning for
agriculture. The two events were
co-organized by University of
Alaska-Fairbanks Cooperative
Extension and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Northwest Climate
Hub. Participants included
representatives from the USDA
and the University of Alaska-
Fairbanks, as well as farmers from
across the state producing
everything from fruits, vegetables
and cut flowers to hay, grain and
livestock.

The workshops—held in-
person Nov. 14 in Delta Junction
and in a hybrid model Nov. 16 in
Palmer, Alaska—included

overviews of the Drought Monitor
and Farm Service Agency disaster
declaration processes, as well as
discussions about the state’s
drought challenges and a hands-
on climate scenario game around
agricultural decision making.

“These workshops were
important to have focused
conversation on drought and
agriculture in Alaska to better
understand drought challenges in
the state and share information
on disaster assistance programs,”
said Holly Prendeville, the
coordinator for the Northwest
Climate Hub.

Phil Kaspari, an agricultural
extension agent based in Delta
Junction, attended the first
workshop and described several
of the unique drought and climate
challenges Alaskan producers are
facing. For example, while water
has historically been easy to get,
he explains, most of their
groundwater supplies come from
glaciers that are rapidly melting.
They’re also seeing more rain-on-

snow events, causing thick layers
of ice to form over the grasses
that livestock and wildlife rely on.
The isolated nature of the state,
and the high prices for things like
fuel and fertilizer (even without
recent inflation), leave Alaskan
farmers extremely vulnerable.

Kaspari adds that there also
isn’t as much understanding
about the ways that drought
manifests in the Alaska context.
“We’re struggling with defining
drought here,” he said. That is in
part because many of the metrics
used in the U.S. Drought Monitor
are ill-suited for climates outside
of the contiguous U.S.

Prendeville from the Climate
Hub agrees. “One note that really
struck me was that the USDM
uses fewer indicators to assess
drought in Alaska compared to
the Lower 48,” she said. In
addition, a recent map produced
by the NDMC and the Northwest
Climate Hub of weather stations,
stream gauges, groundwater
monitoring stations and

Drought workshops focus on agriculture in Alaska

Participants play an interactive game on agricultural decision-making at a
workshop in Palmer, Alaska, on drought and agriculture. (Photo by Grace
Campbell, NDMC)
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reservoirs across the West shows
just how sparse data coverage is
in Alaska. “It’s clear that drought
in Alaska isn’t as well monitored
or understood,” said Prendeville.

The climate scenario game
was a particular hit at both
workshops. The rules were
simple. Teams of four, each
representing a hypothetical
agricultural operation, started
with a set amount of money and
water. Moving month by month
through two years of simulated
climate forecasts (with each
forecast affecting their water
supply), teams had to make
decisions about how to spend
money on various potential
resources. Options included
everything from building a new
well to consulting with the USDA.
Some months, players also had to
grapple with ‘chance’ events,
which could be anything from
getting grant money to losing one’s
crops to a fungus or wildfire. At
the Palmer workshop, there was
some friendly disagreement at the
end about whether the winner
was the teamwith the most
money or the most water.

“Developing a game based
around a climate scenario was a
great learning experience,” said
Caily Schwartz, a graduate
student at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln who helped
develop the climate game. “I
really enjoyed thinking about
how to communicate drought in
an interactive way while learning
how the producers make
decisions and think about
drought planning.”

Grace Campbell, another
graduate student involved in
creating and facilitating the
game, agreed that it was a great
way to break up a workshop and
raise interesting questions. At the
end of the trip, she says, they
were actually asked to leave the
game materials in Palmer so local
groups could use it to facilitate
their own decision-making
workshops.

As hoped, the game sparked
conversation around the unique
challenges, opportunities and
needs of Alaskan producers. One
of the big questions was about
timing of USDA resources. To
qualify for certain relief
programs, an area needs to be in

drought for eight weeks. In Delta
Junction, though, the total
growing season is barely 20
weeks, meaning that producers
need to be in drought for 40% of
the season—a much higher
proportion than required of
Lower 48 producers—to be
eligible for those programs.

Another big question was
about creating resources tailored
to the variety of different
operations found in the state.
Both Kaspari and Anderson
highlighted the sheer size and
geographic diversity of Alaska as
a major barrier for serving
producers.

“The size is our biggest
struggle,” said Anderson, joking
about how many states Alaska
would touch if one superimposed
it over the Lower 48. “It’s like
engaging producers in
Jacksonville, Florida, in the same
conversation as those in Duluth,
Minnesota.”

Anderson adds that capacity is
another major issue. There are
only three cooperative agricultural
agents for the entire state, she
explains. No one in the Extension
office there has a background in
hydrology or irrigation, and,
before the workshops, none of the
staff fully understood the Farm
Service Agency disaster
declaration process. “One of the
things I have to say I’m really
stoked about after this meeting is a
feeling as if we actually have a
path forward in terms of drought
designation,” she said.

For all the participants, the
workshop was a great
opportunity to create new
partnerships and start a
conversation about drought and
agriculture in Alaska. It was also
an important opportunity to get
some recognition for the state’s
agricultural industry. “With these
workshops, our producers were,
shocked is probably the right
word, that climatologists were
talking to them about things
they’re researching and finding
in Alaska with regards to climate
change and putting it into an
agricultural framework,” said
Anderson. “We haven’t had that
opportunity before.”❍

NDMC staff were greeted by sunny, but cold, conditions outside of
Anchorage, Alaska. (Photo by Caily Schwartz, NDMC)
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The National Drought
Mitigation Center recently
passed its decade-long

anniversary of working with the
World Bank on new drought tools
that can help countries increase
their resilience to drought.

A composite drought indicator
is a monitoring tool that combines
several different elements of the
climate and hydrological cycle into
one objective measure of drought
conditions. The NDMC andWorld
Bank have worked together to
develop CDIs—and facilitate
country-level processes to increase
in-house capacity—in several
regions including Brazil. Most
recently, the teamwrapped up
work creating the foundation for a
region-wide composite drought
indicator for southern Africa.

“Right now, there are so many
things going on in each of these
countries. They’re using different
tools and different ways of
defining drought, even within the
same government,” said Nathan
Engle, a climate change specialist
at the World Bank. The CDI, he
explains, “gives them an initial
entry point into operationalizing,
in a more objective and consistent
way, what drought means.”

The Composite Drought
Indicator

The CDI has several advantages
as a drought monitoring tool,
especially in areas where weather
stations are few and far between
or hard to access. The use of
remotely sensed data, for example,
makes it possible to track
conditions consistently across an
entire data-scarce region.
Meanwhile, newmachine learning
techniques can help automate the
process, making it possible to keep
it going on a regular basis even in
places with less technical capacity
or resources.

“It’s a very flexible system,”
said Mark Svoboda, director of
the NDMC. “We can integrate
national and subnational data at
the local level, all the way up to
these global datasets. It’s about
using whatever resources and
data a country has access to that
they trust.”

The backbone of the process,
Svoboda explained, is the
convergence-of-evidence
approach pioneered by the U.S.
Drought Monitor. As with the
USDM, developing a composite
drought indicator involves
pulling together and weighing
various sources of data, from
physical indicators of the
hydrological and climate system
to expert knowledge and local
reports of conditions, into one
standardized measure of drought.
But, unlike the USDM, once the
weights of the CDI inputs are
established and validated for a
country or region, the process is

entirely computational, with no
human interpretation involved.

“Every piece of information is
important, but no one piece is
100% of the answer,” he
explained. The opportunity to
validate the model with on-the-
ground observations is
particularly important. “You need
to get local folks to ground truth
it, to give it a sanity check to
ensure that the models you’re
producing match what’s actually
happening on the ground in
terms of impacts,” said Svoboda.

Engle agrees that the real-
time validation of conditions
compared to the model’s output is
essential for helping countries
select the specific data—and the
relative weights of different
indicators—that best reflect their
particular geography and
climatology.

Right now, for example, the
southern Africa CDI relies on four
remotely sensed region-wide data

NDMC and World Bank partner on drought monitoring
tools for southern Africa

The composite drought indicator in November 2022 for the 16-country region
represented by the Southern Africa Development Community.
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sources: the Standardized
Precipitation Index (a measure of
rainfall), the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (a
measure of an area’s greenness
and plant density), soil moisture
and land surface temperature. In
the future, though, Engle hopes
that individual countries will
develop the capacity to refine the
product for their needs.

“The basic set of drought
variables and indicators tend to
work pretty well in this region,”
he said, “but nothing is going to
be perfect, so it has to be adapted
to each particular country.”

Leadership in Southern
Africa

That kind of country-level
refinement is already underway
in southern Africa where three
countries have really taken the
lead on the region-wide effort.

In Eswatini, the lead agency is
the National Disaster
Management Agency. They
produce regular bulletins for
agricultural producers in the
Lubombo region, which now
include the monthly CDI maps.
They’re also working on creating
a website where they’ll publish
the maps each month as
representatives in the country
have taken ownership for
carrying the project forward.

Meanwhile, in Botswana, the
lead agency is the Department of
Water Affairs. Unsurprisingly,
they’re particularly interested in
taking the CDI to the next level so it
can reflect hydrological conditions
in the drought-prone country.

In neighboring Zimbabwe,
the Department of Civil
Protection, in partnership with
Bindura University of Science
Education, has also made
significant progress in refining
the CDI and putting it into place
as a drought policy tool.

“From all the natural hazards
affecting Zimbabwe in recent
decades, drought has come to be
a leading cause of community
livelihood losses,” said Emmanuel
Mavhura, a lecturer at Bindura
University who is helping lead
efforts to develop the CDI. But, he

adds, weather stations across the
country aren’t evenly distributed
and don’t have the kind of
consistent records to make a
multi-decade analysis possible.
So, a CDI using remotely sensed
data is essential for the country’s
drought planning efforts.

“The CDI simplifies the
complexity arising from
objectively quantifying the
characteristics of a drought,” he
said. “It enables monitoring
drought as it develops.” That kind
of early warning system,
Mavhura says, is essential for
helping officials take proactive
measures to manage and respond
to drought.

The team leaders in
Zimbabwe are in process of
devising strategies to share the
CDI with the public and
incorporate it into decision
making. Mahuvra says the
government has identified
specific agencies to lead each step
in the process—from producing
the CDI to sharing it with the
public—and has held several
training sessions already.

These three countries, Engle
explained, have been leading the
charge in the region. The ultimate
hope is to create a region-wide
process that can be owned by a

regional entity like the Southern
African Development Community.
Then the SADC could, in Engle’s
words, “stitch” the efforts of
different countries together, lead
capacity-building efforts at the
country level and manage a
region-wide CDI.

Once it’s regionally
operational, with the SADC
secretariat at the helm, the CDI
will provide a standardized tool
for transboundary drought
monitoring and early warning
across borders and river basins,
potentially serving as the basis for
a regional drought protocol. The
ultimate goal, though, isn’t just to
create a set of standardized maps
of drought conditions, but also to
inform policy and decision
making. The hope of the NDMC,
World Bank and on-the-ground
partners is that individual
countries develop the capacity to
take over, and refine, their CDIs
and then use the data as an
objective trigger for potential
drought management actions. It’s
not just about analyzing data but
about turning it into something
useful and actionable.

Check out our factsheet with
more information about the CDI
process and southern Africa case
study.❍

Workshop participants discuss the process and resources needed to
develop a CDI specific to Eswatini. (Photo fromWorld Bank)

https://drought.unl.edu/archive/Documents/FactSheets/CDI-southern-africa.pdf
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2022was one for
the record
books. All 50

states recorded drought at some
point during the year, and the
Lower 48 set a record for the
extent of drought and abnormal
dryness. Missouri wasn’t spared
from the extreme conditions. In
July, the state suffered from an
intense “flash drought.” The
extent of drought went from zero
in the middle of June to more
than 50% just four weeks later.
Almost the entire southern third
of the state was in severe or
worse condition.

The Condition Monitoring
Observer Reports system, or
CMOR as it’s known (as in “see
more” drought), helped officials
in Missouri monitor drought as it
intensified last summer and then
again in October. Keeping an eye
on changing conditions is a
critical first step for planning for
and responding to droughts,
particularly in an agriculture-
dependent state like Missouri.

“Because of the CMOR
reports, we really were able to
shine a light on the problem,”
said Jennifer Hoggatt, the former
deputy director of the Missouri
Geological Survey. “We look at
photos and think, holy cow,
something is going on.”

As conditions started ramping
up last summer, so did the rate of
reporting to CMOR. For most of
June, there was one report a
week. By the middle of July,
reports had gone up to almost 10
a day. On the 19th, they peaked at
36 reports in a single day, with
observations describing
everything from increased fire
risk to reduced pasture for
livestock and dried up ponds.

On July 21, the governor
declared a drought emergency for
53 counties.

The governor’s executive
order activated the state’s
Drought Assessment Committee, a
working group of several

agencies including the
Department of Natural Resources
(which contains the Geological
Survey) that coordinates the
state’s drought monitoring and
response efforts. The executive
order also explicitly called on the
Department of Natural Resources
to promote CMOR reporting to
help the committee identify
drought impacts.

“As a resource agency, finding
the right resources isn’t always
easy. Standard metrics weren’t
really showing us how extreme
this drought was ramping up to
be,” said Hoggatt, who is now
director of state resources for the
Missouri National Guard. CMOR
helped fill that gap.

Hoggatt says that reports also
have a direct effect on decision-
making within the state by
informing the state’s weekly
recommendations to the authors
of the U.S. Drought Monitor. They
also help capture the particular

impacts affecting different
communities. For example, in
2018 when drought conditions
last covered more than half the
state, it was primarily the
northern part of Missouri that
was affected, and water supplies
were the big issue. This time
around, drought was
concentrated in the south, and
livestock issues were more
prominent.

CMOR has become an
essential drought monitoring tool
in Missouri, and the state’s
dedicated efforts to promote the
system are evident in the extent
to which residents use it. This
year, CMOR received 4,277
reports from across the entire
country. Arkansas, which also
struggled with intense drought
conditions that heavily impacted
the state’s agricultural industry,
led the way with almost 1,800
reports. But Missouri came in
second with 538 reports. Most of

CMOR helps officials respond to drought in Missouri

Date: Oct. 12, 2022
County: Bollinger
Description: I generally run 15 cows on 20 acres and move cattle home late
October. We had to bring our herd home week of 9-19 and have been feeding
them hay since late August... At our main farm, it is dried up to nothing.
Walking across the field, it just crunches under your feet.
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those observations came in July
during the height of the flash
drought, but they spiked back up
to more than 10 a day as drought
conditions intensified again in
early October.

The high numbers coming
from Missouri and Arkansas
aren’t just a reflection of the
severity of drought. Neighboring
Oklahoma also experienced July’s
flash drought and remained
almost 90% in drought by year’s
end. Yet only 44 reports came in
from Oklahoma over the course
of 2022. It’s also not just that this
year was a fluke. In 2018, the last
time things were this bad, almost
three quarters of all CMOR
reports from across the country
— over 1,500 reports — came in
from Missouri alone.

Although CMOR developers
are working on ways to get
observers to submit reports at
regular intervals, the crisis-
driven reports still tend to be
clustered in time. From 2019 to
2021, when the state was largely
clear of drought, few reports
were submitted to the system.
And, this December, as conditions
improved and temperatures
dropped, only one report was
submitted for the entire state.

“What worries me is that we
won’t hear about ag and livestock
impacts after harvest and it starts
to cool off, but we need to be set
up for the next year,” said
Hoggatt. Missouri needs to
remain “vigilant,” she says.
Crowdsourced observations like
CMOR are an easy and effective
way for the state to do that and
keep up its monitoring efforts so
as to be able to respond rapidly to
drought in the future.

As Hoggatt says, “Photos truly
are worth 1000 words, maybe
more.”❍

Date: Sept. 19, 2022
County: Dade
Description: Ponds are extremely low where it is mostly muck with the
potential to get stuck in. The creek is almost completely dry. There is no growth
on the fields. It’s completely dry and brown with nothing for the cattle to eat...
My fear is how long will my well last if we don’t get rain soon.

Date: Aug. 10, 2022
County: Cass
Description: Corn crop has been severely impacted by the hot dry
weather. Recent rain has helped to improve some conditions but the
extreme heat and lack of rain has taken a toll on the crops and the pasture.

“Because of the CMOR reports, we really were
able to shine a light on the problem... Photos
truly are worth 1000 words, maybe more.”
- Jennifer Hoggatt, former deputy director of the Missouri Geological Survey
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For over two years straight, at
least one third of the U.S.
and Puerto Rico has been in

drought. In that same time, the
extent of drought across the
contiguous 48 states hasn’t
dropped below 40%. Yet, the U.S.
does not have a comprehensive
national drought plan, and under
our federal system of
government, much authority
resides with states. Some of those
states opt to plan for droughts
with the intention of reducing
vulnerability and increasing the
resilience of communities,
industries and ecosystems.

To date, though, there has
been little empirical research on
the comprehensiveness and
quality of state plans that address
drought. To fill that gap,
researchers from the National
Drought Mitigation Center and
the Technical University of
Munich have evaluated plans
from 49 states to understand
whether those plans include
effective preparedness and
mitigation measures, and what
drives certain states to plan for
drought. Their work was recently
published in the journalWater
Resources Management.

Common sense suggests that
states are more likely to take on
the expense and effort of creating
drought plans because of the risk
that drought poses. Indeed, the
new analysis confirms this notion
that drought risk is an intrinsic
driver of planning.

“In the end, the results
showed that the occurrence of
drought is connected with
planning comprehensiveness,”
said Theresa Jedd, an
environmental policy specialist at
the Technical University of
Munich and the study’s lead
author (and a former postdoc at
the NDMC). “Even though that
might seem intuitive, it was
somewhat surprising because it’s

rare to establish a clear, singular
policy driver.”

But, before Jedd and her co-
author, Kelly Helm Smith,
assistant director of the NDMC,
could test the relationship
between drought exposure and
planning comprehensiveness,
they needed to come up with a
way to measure
comprehensiveness. Using the
American Planning Association’s
drought guidelines, expert
consultation and the academic
literature on drought planning,
Smith and Jedd identified several
key measures by which to
evaluate each plan. Those criteria
included, among others, having a
clear definition of drought and a
strategy for monitoring it;
incorporating actions to both
respond to drought and mitigate
its impacts; and addressing
related issues like water quality
and quantity in drought
planning.

With their new evaluation
framework in place, they turned
to NDMC’s database of state-level
drought plans. At the time, it had
171 individual current plans,
published between 2000 and
2021. Since 2019, the database
has incorporated a variety of
different plan types that contain
provisions for responding to or
mitigating drought in addition to
‘stand-alone’ drought-centric
plans. “It’s encouraging to see
that drought planning isn’t an
isolated activity anymore,” Smith
said. “The idea that everyone
should consider drought in their
plans is really taking hold.”

The researchers, for example,
also evaluated water, multi-
hazard mitigation and climate
plans that include drought, in
addition to drought-specific
documents. Each plan was given
a score based on the team’s
evaluation criteria. Each state
was then given a total score

A recently published study from researchers affiliated with the NDMC found
that plan quality and drought exposure vary dramatically between states,
but the two measures are related. Generally, states that face more frequent
and intense droughts have more comprehensive drought planning. (Water
Resources Management)

Study finds states facing worse drought have more
comprehensive drought planning

https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s11269-022-03390-z?sharing_token=E96kcFyC-LcHeEg8CuAK1fe4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY6z6qhdNJvK5bWVBuvIzpl9ZTUAMKttwPuczVERqG7l6IRqGIhyR8EwwHPx55v5TYHy2Bu47aYcJr91fyxFpHv1f2ixerwnnSMdQCf9tWKXDZTXzWiwP8vjbj6sBS9igLA%3D
https://drought.unl.edu/Planning/DroughtPlans.aspx
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combining the different plan
types. Scores for climate plans
were excluded, however, due to
their variable formats and given
that not every state had one.

“The database allows
researchers to look at broad
patterns in state planning and ask
questions that would have
previously been impossible,” said
Jedd about the value that NDMC’s
database has for researchers like
her.

With individual and state-
level scores in place, Jedd and
Smith could then statistically
compare the relationship
between a state’s planning score,
income tax revenue and drought
exposure, based on the U.S.
Drought Monitor Drought
Severity and Coverage Index.
Both drought exposure and plan
scores varied dramatically, but, as
the researchers expected, the two
were related. Those states in the
top third in terms of drought
exposure, like the Southwestern
states, had a higher median
planning score than states with
lower drought exposure.

The researchers also thought
that, perhaps, it’s a state’s
financial resources that
encourage drought planning. But

surprisingly, the other
relationship they looked at to test
that idea—between income tax
revenue and drought exposure—
didn’t pan out.

“We expected that a state’s
financial resources would play a
role in how comprehensive a
state’s drought planning was
simply because these plans can
be expensive and require
significant collaboration and
expertise,” said Jedd. “So, it was
somewhat surprising to see that,
on the aggregate level, tax
revenues don’t impact plan
scores.”

There were some outliers, of
course, to the trend. Indiana and
Rhode Island, for example, were
in the bottom third in terms of
drought exposure yet both had

some of the highest total planning
scores of any state. The
researchers expect that both
states’ long history of drought
planning—Rhode Island, for
example, had its drought of
record back in the 1960s—has
helped them be more proactive
and prepared. For Jedd, those
outliers highlight another value
of having a comprehensive
database of drought plans. She
says it can be a useful resource
for planners who are looking to
learn from each other and adopt
best practices from other states.

“Establishing a connection
between experiencing drought
and planning for drought is a step
forward in our scientific
understanding of drought
planning,” Smith said.
“Sometimes it takes years or
multiple episodes for a state’s
drought experience to turn into a
drought plan.”

Meanwhile, the NDMC’s
constantly growing collection of
plans that address drought may
be of use to those just embarking
on planning or who want to see
how other states are tackling the
challenge. The NDMC provides
the database as a service to
drought planners around the
country. Anyone involved in state
drought planning and response is
welcome to provide updates to
the NDMC by emailing
ndmc@unl.edu or ksmith2@unl.
edu.❍

New Mexico was one state that scored high on both drought exposure and
comprehensiveness of drought planning in the study’s results. Bernalillo,
N.M., July 25, 2022. (Photo submitted via CMOR)

“Establishing a connection between experiencing
drought and planning for drought is a step
forward in our scientific understanding of
drought planning… Sometimes it takes years or
multiple episodes for a state’s drought
experience to turn into a drought plan.”
- Kelly Helm Smith, assistant director of the National Drought Mitigation Center

https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/About/AbouttheData/DSCI.aspx
https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/About/AbouttheData/DSCI.aspx
mailto:ndmc@unl.edu
mailto:ksmith2@unl.edu
mailto:ksmith2@unl.edu

